
sew toot
the CUDDLE NEST 

The Cuddle Nest is an infant lounger pattern designed to create a comfortable space for baby to lay.   
The compactness and portability make it a must-have staple for baby. 

PATTERN
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The Cuddle Nest is an infant lounger that is compact, cozy,  and portable.  The machine washable nest is  
designed to snuggle baby comfortably while providing a safe place to rest.  Because of it's size, the Cuddle Nest is 
perfect for traveling. You can use it for tummy time and diaper changes around the house too!  Get two looks in 
one with the reversible design by using contrasting decorative fabrics.  One size accommodates full term 
 infants well into toddler-hood; simply untie the bottom to expand the nest for larger babies.  To learn more 
about this pattern, visit:  www.sewtootpatterns.com.

COPYRIGHT 2017 SEW TOOT. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

SKILL LEVEL:

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
RECOMMENDED FABRICS:  44/45” wide 100% quilting cottons

 THE CUDDLE NEST

1 YARD DECORATIVE FABRIC
1 YARD CONTRASTING DECORATIVE FABRIC 

45" x 60" COTTON BATTING [CRIB SIZE]

ALWAYS SUPERVISE INFANT DURING USE OF NEST.

MATERIALS LIST

16 oz. fiber fill

6  yards  of 1" twill tape 

bodkin or safety pin 

chalk or fabric marking utensil

ruler or flexible measuring tape 

sewing pins 

basting spray (optional) 

walking foot attachment (optional)
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Copyright 2017 Sew Toot, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
THIS PATTERN IS FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY.

Do not share, duplicate, or publish the contents of this pattern  
[instructions or pattern pieces] in whole or in part without written  
consent from Sew Toot.

TERMS OF USE / LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
It is the sole responsibility of each user/maker to ensure that the project they make is safe for 
use.  The Cuddle Nest is designed as a infant lounger seat. Infants should be closely supervised 
during use to avoid accidents and injury.  Sew Toot, LLC cannot be held liable for accidents 
arising from the use or misuse of infant loungers constructed by end users from this pattern. 
Supervise infants at all times when using lounger to ensure safety. 

SELLING ITEMS MADE FROM THIS PATTERN
The selling of finished items from this pattern is unrestricted by Sew Toot, LLC . However, it 
is the responsibility of the pattern user to research the legalities of doing so and to follow any 
applicable safety and/or manufacturing regulations. 

JOIN OUR SEWING SUPPORT GROUPS
Need help? Send an email to sewtoot@live.com 
 
Find out why people love Sew Toot patterns! 
Our main facebook support group can be found at:   
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SewTootPatternsGroups/ 
Individual pattern support groups are linked from the header of the main group. 
 
WANT MORE? 
Check out the Sew Toot website for additional tutorials including troubleshooting sewing  
issues, wearing resources, and tutorials for accessories!

WWW.SEWTOOTPATTERNS.COM

sew toot
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CAUTION!

INFANTS SHOULD BE CLOSELY 
SUPERVISED DURING USE OF 

BABY NEST! 

DO NOT CARRY NEST WITH  
CHILD INSIDE!
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NEST SIZING

ONE SIZE ACCOMMODATES FULL-TERM INFANTS 
WELL INTO TODDLER-HOOD.
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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
based on 44/45” wide fabric

LET’S GO SHOPPING
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THE  CUDDLE NEST

 THE CUDDLE NEST

MATERIALS LIST
16 oz. fiber fill

6 yards of 1" twill tape 
bodkin or safety pin 

chalk or fabric marking utensil
ruler or flexible measuring tape 

sewing pins
basting spray (optional) 

walking foot attachment (optional)

1 YARD DECORATIVE FABRIC
1 YARD CONTRASTING DECORATIVE FABRIC 

45" x 60" COTTON BATTING [CRIB SIZE]



Cut out pattern pieces

wash and iron fabric
1

2

cut fabric using pattern pieces
3
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PREPPING



CUT THE FOLLOWING:

2 NEST BASES
1 FROM MAIN DECORATIVE FABRIC

1 FROM CONTRASTING DECORATIVE FABRIC

4 MATTRESS PAD PIECES 
FROM COTTON BATTING

CUTTING LIST
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Transfer mattress pad markings to deco-
rative fabric with chalk or fabric marking 
utensil. Next, place both nest base pieces 
right sides together and pin the layers to-
gether

Sew around the outer perimeter of the nest 
with a 1/2" seam allowance. 
 

 
 
 
 
Notch the curve around the top of the nest.  
Press the entire seam from the previous step 
open.
 
[Don't skip this pressing! It will make the 
next steps easier and give your finished nest 
a much cleaner appearance.]

NEST CONSTRUCTION
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NEST CONSTRUCTION
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Turn the nest base right side out. 

Beginning 1" above the end of either bottom 
leg extension, sew a 76" piece* of 1" twill tape 
directly over the side seam the entire way 
around the outer edge, stopping 1" from the 
other bottom edge.  [*If you're using cotton 
twill tape, allow one extra inch to turn the 
raw ends under to prevent fraying.] 
 
 You will need to sew along both edges of the 
twill tape to create the casing.

Use pins to help keep the tape in place, or 
carefully position the twill tape as you sew.

[ Completed view of previous step ]

[ Completed view of previous step ]



NEST CONSTRUCTION
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OPTIONAL:  CARRYING HANDLE 
 
Create a carrying handle by placing a 6.5" 
piece* of 1" twill tape onto the nest base-- if 
you're using cotton twill tape, allow one ex-
tra inch to turn the raw ends under to pre-
vent fraying. 

The twill tape should be centered horizon-
tally on either side of the nest,  1/2" above or 
below the twill tape casing.   The finished 
nest is reversible, so consider which side 
you  would like the handle to appear on.  

Secure the handle with an x-box stitch 
[approximately 1" square] at each end of 
the twill tape. 

NEED HELP SEWING AN X-BOX?  
First, start by sewing a square (or a "box").   When you close the box, sew diagonally 

through the center to the opposite corner.  Next, sew along one of the sides (again) to 
reach one of the remaining corners. Sew diagonally through the center of the box once 

more, to complete an "x" shape in the through the center. 

 1  2  3



 

Stack and spray baste the 4 layers of batting 
together.

MATTRESS PAD & BUMPER
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Insert the basted batting stack into the nest 
through the opening at the bottom of the 
nest.  Position the batting so that it rests 
directly beneath the pattern markings for 
the padding.   
 
Make sure that the batting is no closer than 
1/2" from the edge of the bottom opening. 
Spray baste or pin the batting stack in place. 

Sew around the perimeter of the batting, 
stopping 1" from the bottom insertion  
opening.  In doing this, we are creating our 
bumper casing and mattress pad.



MATTRESS PAD & BUMPER

Now it's time to quilt the batting. 
 
Using chalk or a fabric marking utensil and a 
ruler, sew horizontally across the batting in 
3" increments until reaching the bottom of 
the mattress pad.    
 
A walking foot attachment will preventing 
puckering and uneven feeding while quilt-
ing.  
 
*You can also get creative here and quilt 
other designs. The important thing is to quilt 
the batting to keep it from shifting or pulling 
apart when the nest is washed. 

Stuff the entire bumper casing with fiber fill 
by reaching inside of the leg extensions.  Stuff 
the casing until it reaches an even, firm densi-
ty the entire way around.  Do not stuff the leg 
extensions just yet. 

Thread a 90" piece of 1" twill tape through 
the casing that extends around the perime-
ter of the nest.   
 
Use a bodkin or safety pin to pull the ribbon 
through the entire casing and out of the  
opening on the other side.   Do not cut the 
excess twill tape that extends from both 
casing openings.  
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Use scissors to clip into both leg extension 
corners on a diagonal. Get as close as you 
can to your basting stitching without  
snipping it.

Clipping the corners will allow the leg  
extensions to flex as we apply the binding.

[see graphic 1 on page 17]
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FINISHING THE NEST

After matching up the edges, stabilize the 
edges of the opening by using a basting 
stitch to stitch up one of the inside of the 
leg extensions, across the middle opening, 
and down the inside of the other leg exten-
sion.  Maintain a 1/4" seam allowance. 

This basting stitch will keep our edges 
aligned and prepare the nest opening for 
binding with twill tape.

Match up the bottom edges of the nest base in 
preparation for binding.  We'll be attaching a 
single strip of twill tape to close the bottom of 
the nest, with the exception of the very ends 
of the leg extensions.

[alternative method provided at bottom of 
section]



It's almost time to apply the binding to close 
our nest.   We'll be using a continuous piece 
of twill tape to bind this opening. 
 
Cut a 26" piece of 1" twill tape -- if you're us-
ing cotton twill tape, allow one extra inch to 
turn the raw ends under to prevent fraying.

FINISHING THE NEST
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With your needle still in the down position, 
pivot toward the straight opening where we 
inserted the batting and pull the leg exten-
sion back so that it moves into a straight 
line. 
 
Secure the binding along this edge with clips 
and stitch into place with a 1/4"  seam allow-
ance [this should be the same as the basting 
stitch!].   

[see graphic 2 on page 17] 
 
Stop at the next corner! 

The next steps will take place at your sewing 
machine. I will be demonstrating from my 
work surface, so you can clearly see how to 
maneuver the nest and binding. 
 
Begin attaching the binding from the end of 
one of the leg extensions with clips.   
 
Stitch along this edge with a 1/4" seam  
allowance.  
 
As you approach the corner, stitch one stitch 
beyond the basting stitching line. Stop with 
your needle down in the fabric.



FINISHING THE NEST
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CLIPPING THE CORNERS OF THE LEG 
EXTENSIONS ALLOWS THE FABRIC TO 
FLEX -- THIS MEANS THAT BINDING 
CAN BE APPLIED IN A CONTINUOUS, 
STRAIGHT LINE

AS YOU APPROACH THE CORNER,  PIVOT 
WITH YOUR NEEDLE DOWN IN THE  
FABRIC BEFORE PULLING THE LEG  
EXTENSION INTO ALIGNMENT BEHIND 
THE PRESSER FOOT



FINISHING THE NEST
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This photo shows the binding being attached 
along the long straight edge opening, with 
the leg extension pulled back in a straight 
line behind the presser foot.  

Each time we reach a corner, we are simply 
realigning the nest so that the binding  can 
be sewn on in a straight line.

Once you have completed these steps, your 
nest opening should look something like this

When you reach the remaining corner,  
attach the binding in the same manner as 
before and maintain the same 1/4" seam  
allowance.   
 
Sew one stitch beyond your basting stitch 
line and pivot toward the bottom of the nest 
with the needle down in the fabric.  Pull 
the nest base back behind the presser foot, 
so that you are attaching the binding in a 
straight line again. 



FINISHING THE NEST
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To create the mitered corners, fold down the 
inside edges of the twill tape first and then 
the outside edges.  To secure the mitered 
joints,  stitch from the center of each corner 
up into the point. 

Now we need to create a notch [cut a small 
'v' shape] in the twill tape in each corner. 
This will eliminate some of the bulk and 
allow the finished corners to lay flat.

Turn your nest over-- we’re going to stitch 
the binding down onto the BACK of the nest 
now. 
 
Fold the twill tape over until it's past the 1/4" 
line of stitching from attaching the binding 
to the other side of the nest.  If we don't do 
this, that stitching will be visible when we're 
finished.

When you reach your corners, secure them 
with pins.



FINISHING THE NEST
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This is a finished view of the twill tape 
bound around the opening. 

Attach the binding along the very edge.  
Remember we want to be just outside of the 
line of stitching or we'll see it on the other 
side.

IF YOU STRUGGLE  WITH BINDING  OR WANT TO SKIP MITERED CORNERS:  
A simple alternative is to bind the long straight edge where we inserted the layers of bat-
ting and then turn the leg extension openings under and blind stitch by hand for a clean 
finish. You can then bind the bottom openings of the leg extensions [as shown in the next 

section] or turn them under and hand stitch closed.
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With the side seams of the leg extensions 
closed, it's time to stuff the leg extensions 
with fiber fill.  Stuff the legs to an even, firm 
density, but use a little less fill at the very 
bottom of the leg extensions so that they can 
be sewn shut.

FINISHING THE NEST
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To create the oval nest shape, pull on the 
ribbon ends-- the ribbon will gather inside of 
the casing and the leg extensions will pull up 
and inward as you tie the ribbon to secure 
the nest shape.  

Apply a 6" piece of 1" twill tape binding to 
the bottom opening of each leg extension- if 
you're using cotton twill tape, allow one  
extra inch to turn the raw ends under to 
prevent fraying.



YOU DID IT!

Now do a victory dance and show off the 
amazing NEST that YOU made! 

Use the hashtags #sewtoot #sewtootpatterns to share!

SAFETY TIPS
Closely supervise infants during use. Do not carry nest with child inside.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Head over to the Sew Toot website for other carrier patterns, 

sewing tutorials, and babywearing resources!  
 

www.sewtootpatterns.com
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THE CUDDLE NEST
PRINT PIECES AT ‘ACTUAL SIZE’ OR 100% SCALE

 FROM WITHIN PRINT SETTINGS.

MEASURE THE TEST SQUARES ON PATTERN PIECES TO ENSURE THAT 
THEY HAVE PRINTED AT THE CORRECT SIZE.

CUT OUT PATTERN PIECES, FOLLOWING PATTERN SHAPE OUTLINES.

EASY ASSEMBLE PIECES
WITH PIECES CUT OUT, SIMPLY PLACE ONE ALIGNMENT BOX 

ON TOP OF ANOTHER. TRIM OFF ANY OVERHANG FROM BOXES.

QUICK PRINT GUIDE

COPYRIGHT © 2017 SEW TOOT.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

THE CONTENTS OF THIS PATTERN [INSTRUCTIONS,  PHOTOS, AND ILLUSTRATIONS] ARE 
PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND BELONG EXCLUSIVELY TO SEW TOOT, LLC.

THIS SQUARE
SHOULD 
MEASURE

1 X 1
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 © 2017 SEW TOOT
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY

THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
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CUT 1 FROM DECORATIVE FABRIC
CUT 1 FROM CONTRASTING DECORATIVE FABRIC 
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THE CUDDLE NEST

MATTRESS PAD
PIECE 1/3

THIS SQUARE
SHOULD 
MEASURE

1 X 1
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THE CUDDLE NEST

MATTRESS PAD
PIECE 2/3
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THE CUDDLE NEST

MATTRESS PAD
PIECE 3/3
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THIS SQUARE
SHOULD 
MEASURE

1 X 1
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 1/8
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY

THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 2/8
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 3/8
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 4/8
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 5/8
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NEST BASE
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 7/8

ASSEMBLY GUIDES

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

1

2

3
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THE CUDDLE NEST

NEST BASE
PIECE 8/8
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